A force to trust
At MarineJetPower we never lose sight of our core purpose: to supply world class products and services for the Waterjet propulsion market in a reliable and professional way.

We understand that personal engagement, relationship, trust and skills is something this market need, thus our focus has been to create a global capable organization that will give class leading timely support in all time-zones.

Our ambition to dominate the Waterjet market drive strategic investments in people and capabilities as well as new product developments, central to these is a responsibility to ensure that the systems and services we supply to our customers is affordable and meet required quality.

We have today a complete product range giving cost effective solutions for all types of applications and have already in several segments and regions established ourselves as the leading brand for water jets.

I’m very proud for what we have achieved and look forward to meet the challenges ahead and to the prospects for continued growth

Anders Björe, CEO
A force to trust

First reason to go for water jets is high speed demands, but there are several other excellent reasons to choose water jets over conventional propeller installations. The most obvious benefits include protected propulsion, high efficiency, good maneuverability, shallow draft capability, smooth engine loading, less vibration and lower waterborne noise. When you add all these together, it’s clear that today’s water jets are an impressive evolution in marine propulsion.

Marine Jet Power is a leading innovator and supplier in the marine propulsion field. Around the globe we’re satisfying demanding customers that insist on high performance and reliability. We offer solutions to cover all your needs – from small craft to ships. Our systems have proven their utility in the toughest military applications as well as in luxurious yachts requiring smooth, quiet power. Owned by the Nordic-based private equity fund Verdane Capital, Marine Jet Power is represented globally through a network of sales and service agents in more than 30 countries.

Our international headquarters are located in Österbybruk, Sweden, with regional sites and sales & service offices in UK, US, Singapore. Our global presence enables us to deliver an outstanding user experience and service where ever you are located.

“If you want to excel in speed and power, if you are looking for a partner you can trust, Marine Jet Power is the choice.”
A pioneering history

Marine Jet Power is the result of the 2012 MJP acquisition of Ultra Dynamics. Our history has roots extending deep into the origins of water jet propulsion. For several decades, great engineering minds were working around the world to perfect the water jet concept. In the UK during the mid-60s, the Dowty Group, an aerospace and engineering conglomerate, was making drive units for military craft. In the US, Ultra Dynamics took over the marine propulsion sector of Ultra Hydraulics.

Meanwhile, in Sweden, MJP was created in 1986 as a joint venture between the Marinteknik Shipyard and the Österby Gjuteri, a foundry with specialty expertise in casting stainless steel. Within a year they had designed and delivered their first water jets – an installation that is still in daily service in the “Cinderella” fleet of large ferries in the Stockholm archipelago. Each of these pioneering companies saw the future advantages of water jet systems and made their special contributions.

Now, their skill, commitment and knowledge in water jet propulsion are effectively synergized to form today’s Marine Jet Power.
World-class service & after sales

At Marine Jet Power our approach is direct and individual, we provide service adapted to every operator’s needs. At your request we can provide direct service instruction to operational personnel, shipyard staff or the operator’s appointed service body. Both theoretical and hands-on, this training may include courses in assembly, hydraulics and controls. Service engineers can be sent from any of our nearest locations.

When you need replacement parts we promise to provide you with the fastest possible turnaround time on spares. With our widespread parts network and deep inventory, our service staff is ready at all times to express-deliver the items you need, anywhere in the world.

We are committed to:
- Understanding your needs and wishes
- Providing the right advice and quick answers to your questions
- Knowing how our products can best suit your needs
- Supporting you throughout the project until it is completed to your satisfaction.
- Delivering what we promise in all situations
What kind of after sales service can I expect when I buy a product from MJP?

- Full jet and control system.
- Client handover package which includes: service and maintenance manuals, useful points of contact, local agent and MJP team and system training.
- High quality and reliable engineered components, included in the genuine spare parts package supplied by MJP.
Agents and Distributors
- Region Americas -

**Peru**

Sales Service
PIALZE S.A.C.
Av. Álvarez Calderón 290
Lima-27
Perú

PIALZE ORIENTE COMERCIAL S.A.C.
Av. Requena 365
Iquitos 16001
Perú

Contact
Maria Pia Alzamora M
Phone: +51 4222341
Mobile: +51 952924477
+51 952923858
Email: gerencia2@pialze.com
www.pialze.com

About
PIALZE is innovation and development of engineering solutions, in marine and industrial applications. Based in Lima and in the Amazon River shores, we provide advance marine technology, distribution of high performance products and after sales service, to meet our client’s specific needs.

**Venezuela**

Sales Service
Motor Services Hugo Stamp
3190 SW 4th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315

Contact
Mr. Torsten Schmitt
Phone: 954-763-3660
Fax: 954-713-0435
Email: torsten.schmitt@mshs.com
www.mshs.com

About
Founded in 1983, MSHS consistently provides turnkey solutions for the maritime and stationary power industries. The combination of our pursuit of engineering excellence and commitment to customer service has enabled the company to establish relationships with customers worldwide.

**New England (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island)**

Sales Service
Power Products Systems, LLC
107 Audubon Road, Bldg 1, Suite 10
Wakefield, MA 01880

Contact
Mr. Bruce Woodfin
Phone: 781-287-7344
Fax: 781-246-5321
Email: bwoodfin@powerprodsys.com
www.powerprodsys.com

About
Power Products provides power solutions for a wide variety of industries and customer needs from the most advanced engines, transmissions, water jet propulsion and emissions/filtration products on the market.